SOME SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR UNIVALENCE OF HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS
The following theorem is well known (cf. [1] , [2] , [3] Proof. Let z ,z e D, z * z . We may assume that df 1 2 ' 1 2 J a = Arg(z z~ z ) e <0,n) since the contrary case reduces to this one in consequence of changing z to and to z .
Let p(t) = z i + t(z 2 -z^) , F(t) = f(p(t)),'t € <0,1>.
If a = 0, then, denoting by g any of the primitives of the function <p in R and putting s(t) = re F(t) + g(im F(t)) , t e <0,1> , we have
Hence and from (1) it follows that s'> 0. So, s(0) * s(l) and, in consequence, fCz^ * fiz^).
Assume now that a e (0,11), i.e. that im(z -z ) > 0. 2 1 The following two cases are possible : I) ^p(im F(t)) * ctga for t e <0,1> , II) (p(ii Ff^)) = ctga for some t e <0,1>.
Ad I. Let a = min im F(t), b = max im F(t).
te<o,i> t€<o,i>
Of course, <p{x) * ctga for x e <a, b>. Let g denote any of the primitives of the function (3) I + <p ctga ctga -<p in the interval <a,b> when a < b and let g denote a function equal to 0 at the point a when a = b.
Put s(t) = re F(t) + g(im F(t)), t e <0,1> .
Evidently, s'(t) = re F'(t) + ^'l^'ifff) 1» FMt) . t.<0.1>.
Hence and from the equalities
t e <0,1> ,
t e <0,1>, after easy calculations we obtain 2 (1+ctg a) im(z 2~zi )
for t € <0,1>. The denominator of the above expression, as a function continuous and non-vanishing in <0,1>, has a constant sign in <0,1>. Furthermore, taking account of (1), we see that s' has a constant sign in <0,1>. So, s(0) * s(l) and, in consequence, f(z ) * Ad II. Assume first that t e <0,1>, where t is such as l l in the definition of this case. From (1) it follows that re f'(pit )) + ctga im f'(pit )) > 0. This and (4') imply that im F' (t j ) > 0. Consequently, there exist t'e (0,t ) and t''€ (t , 1) such that (6) im Fit) > im Fit^ for t € (t ,t") , (6') im Fit) < im Fit^ for t € (t»,t ) .
In order to prove that f(z j )* f(z 2 h It suffices to show that im fiz ) > im Fit ) > im fiz ). 2 11 Let us first suppose that im fiz j ) £ im Fit^. This and (6') imply that there exists t € <0,t*> such that im Fit) = = im Fit^). Let x = max {t € <0,t'> ; im F(t) = im Fit^}.
Obviously, im Fit) < im Fit^ = im Fix^ for t € (t ,t ).
Consequently, im F(t) -im F(t ) (7)
im F'(t ) = lim
On the other hand, from the fact that #>(im F(r )) = ctga and from (1) and (4') it follows that im F'.(r ) > 0, which contradicts (7).
Suppose now that im f(z 2 ) 5 im F(t ). This and (6) imply that there exists t e <t'',l> such that im F(t) = im F(t ).
Let t z = min {t 6 <t",l> ; im F(t) = im FCt^}. Of course, Assume first that a = 0. From the assumptions concerning the function <p it follows that there exists a function g , g: R » R such that g' (x) = ®(x) for x * x , g' (x ) = q <2> , 0+00 Put s(t) = re F(t) + g(im F(t)), t € <0,1>. The functions is, of course, continuous.
im F(t) > im F(t ) = im F(x ) for t e (t ,x
In order to demonstrate that f(z ) * f(z ), it is 1 2 sufficient to prove that s is increasing; to that end, it is enough to show that, at any point t e <0,1> the lower Darboux derivative of the function s at the point t, which will be denoted by s'(t), is greater than zero. So, let us take any d t e <0, 1>. If im F(t) * x , then (2) holds. Consequently, 
